
Corpus Christi Liquefaction, LLC

Chapter 313 Application Gregory-Portland ISD

TAB 4

Detailed Description of the Project

Provide a detailed description of the scope of the proposed project, including, at a minimum, the type
and planned use of real and tangible personal property, the nature of the business, a timeline for

property construction or installation, and any other relevant information.

This Application is the second in a series of three projects.

Corpus Christi Liquefaction, LLC ("Corpus Christi Liquefaction" or "Applicant"), a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Cheniere Energy Inc. ("Cheniere"), is evaluating the potential development of an 
additional liquefied natural gas ("LNG") liquefaction facility (the "Considered Project") within the 
1,519 acre reinvestment zone in San Patricio County, Texas. This application pertains to the proposed 
Stage 4A, which would constitute ten LNG liquefaction trains. This application is submitted as the 
second of a series of three related applications pursuant to Tax Code Section 313.027(h); the
first and third applications, which relate to the potential development of Stage 3C and Stage 4B, 
are being concurrently submitted1.

Corpus Christi Liquefaction is currently operating an LNG liquefaction, storage and marine terminal 
facility, including three LNG liquefaction trains, which are covered by Chapter 313 Agreement Nos. 296, 
297 and 298 (the “Operating Project”), and Applicant’s affiliate Corpus Christi Liquefaction Stage III is 
continuing to develop the Stage 3A and Stage 3B Projects, which constitute seven mid-scale mixed 
refrigerant LNG liquefaction trains and are covered by Chapter 313 Agreement Nos. 1179 and 1180 
(the Stage 3A Project, and the Stage 3B Project, respectively, which together with the Operating Project 
constitute the "Covered Project"). (A "train" is an integrated collection of manufacturing equipment 
that is designed to operate independently as a unit.) This Considered Project, which may include up to 
four mid-scale mixed refrigerant LNG liquefaction trains, would operate largely independent from the 
Covered Project.

Each individual train of a LNG liquefaction facility must stand on its own in terms of technical viability, 
regulatory approvals, long-term customer commitments for the LNG produced, and project financing. 
Construction could start as early as 2028 with commencement of commercial operations by 2042 if,
and only if, the following conditions are met for the Considered Project: the technical viability of the
project is confirmed, all necessary regulatory approvals are obtained, adequate customer 
commitments are secured, supportive economic development incentives are provided, sufficient 
project financing is arranged, and corporate board approval is received.

1 Any references herein to the series, phases, stages, or project numbering is for Chapter 313 application purposes only and 
does not ascribe any specific meaning with respect to any future regulatory or environmental permitting process for the 
Considered Project or any future project.
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Subject to final technology and equipment selection, which has not been finalized as of the date 
of this application, the proposed Considered Project would include ten LNG liquefaction trains and 
supporting infrastructure similar to those as described in Chapter 313 applications for 
Agreement Nos. 296, 297 and 298, and/or to Nos. 1179 and 1180 including: pre-treatment and 
liquefaction processing equipment; foundation and supporting equipment; electrical power, 
water supply; interconnection equipment; other liquefaction facility operating equipment; 
storage equipment; safety equipment and pollution control equipment; and all of the associated 
concrete foundations, pipe supports, intra-plant piping, intra-plant conduit and connections, 
control loops, safety systems, fire water protection, insulation, pollution control equipment and 
utilities necessary to safely operate the Considered Project. 

The Considered Project would rely on natural gas delivered by pipeline as feedstock for its production 
of LNG, which would be exported globally. The Considered Project would export the LNG it produces 
via LNG transfer lines interconnected with the Operating Project’s marine terminal. Any 
interconnected property of the Covered Project is not subject to this application. Otherwise, due 
largely to the spatial separation and operational independence of the Covered Project, the preliminary 
design calls for no other significant interconnections and for the Considered Project to rely solely on its 
own supporting infrastructure. 
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TAB 7 

Description of Qualified Investment 

This Application is the second in a series of three projects.

The Considered Project would include ten LNG liquefaction trains and supporting infrastructure, as 
described further below.   

Below is a list of the potential new equipment that would be considered Qualified Investment: 

Subject to final technology and equipment selection, which has not been finalized as of the date of this 
application, the proposed Considered Project would include ten LNG liquefaction trains and 
supporting infrastructure similar to those as described in Chapter 313 applications for Agreement Nos. 
296, 297 and 298, and/or to Nos. 1179 and 1180 including:  pre-treatment and liquefaction processing 
equipment; foundation and supporting equipment; electrical power, water supply; interconnection 
equipment; other liquefaction facility operating equipment; storage equipment; safety equipment and 
pollution control equipment; and all of the associated concrete foundations, pipe supports, intra-plant 
piping, intra-plant conduit and connections, control loops, safety systems, fire water protection, 
insulation, pollution control equipment and utilities necessary to safely operate the Considered Project.  

The Considered Project would rely on natural gas delivered by pipeline as feedstock for its production 
of LNG, which would be exported globally.  The Considered Project would export the LNG it produces 
via LNG transfer lines interconnected with the Operating Project’s marine terminal.  Any 
interconnected property of the Covered Project is not subject to this application.  Otherwise, due 
largely to the spatial separation and operational independence of the Covered Project, the preliminary 
design calls for no other significant interconnections and for the Considered Project to rely solely on its 
own supporting infrastructure. 
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TAB 8 

Description of Qualified Property 

This Application is the second in a series of three projects.

The Considered Project would include ten LNG liquefaction trains and supporting infrastructure, as 
described further below.   

Below is a list of the potential new equipment that would be considered Qualified Property: 

Subject to final technology and equipment selection, which has not been finalized as of the date of 
this application, the proposed Considered Project would include ten LNG liquefaction trains 
and supporting infrastructure similar to those as described in Chapter 313 applications for Agreement 
Nos. 296, 297 and 298, and/or to Nos. 1179 and 1180 including:  pre-treatment and liquefaction 
processing equipment; foundation and supporting equipment; electrical power, water supply; 
interconnection equipment; other liquefaction facility operating equipment; storage equipment; 
safety equipment and pollution control equipment; and all of the associated concrete foundations, 
pipe supports, intra-plant piping, intra-plant conduit and connections, control loops, safety 
systems, fire water protection, insulation, pollution control equipment and utilities necessary to 
safely operate the Considered Project.  

The Considered Project would rely on natural gas delivered by pipeline as feedstock for its production 
of LNG, which would be exported globally.  The Considered Project would export the LNG it produces 
via LNG transfer lines interconnected with the Operating Project’s marine terminal.  Any 
interconnected property of the Covered Project is not subject to this application.  Otherwise, due 
largely to the spatial separation and operational independence of the Covered Project, the 
preliminary design calls for no other significant interconnections and for the Considered Project to 
rely solely on its own supporting infrastructure. 
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